
Doors and windows made in Italy. 
Est. 1974.





QUALITY AND DESIGN MADE ITALY

Since 1974, Arcè’s goal has been creating extra-
ordinary doors and windows for the most deman-
ding clients. In order to achieve this objective, in 
the last 40 years Arcè has never stopped investing 
in its human resources, the real treasure of the 
company. The passion and the know-how typical 
of Italian artisans were combined with the highest 
tecnology machinery available on the market, to 
create something unique.

CUSTOMIZED PRODUCTION

Arcè’s elegant design  can be adapted to any ar-
chitectural style and taste. All of us have diffe-
rent preferences: they could regard the material, 
the size, or the opening system of our doors and 
windows. Arcè creates its  pieces with an elegant 
style, but at the same time it takes care of the 
characteristics which are important to the client. 
Think about your dream house and the design of 
its windows and doors, we will build them for you.





GIVING SPACE TO YOUR IDEAS AND DREAMS

Nothing excites us more than seeying your projects realised, 
combining your creativity with our design and experience. 
Arcè has lived the past 40 years with the challenge of taking 
all its clients’ ideas and make them reality. Depending on the 
different needs Arcè can advise on different aspects of do-
ors and windows, to improve the general conditions of your 
house. The level of light coming from the inside, the glazing 
unit installed on the window and  several other options can 
be projected to create the desired conditions in the house  
in terms of temperature, light  and appearance.
    

RAW MATERIALS AND ECO-SUSTAINABILITY

According to Arcè, succeeding does not only mean taking care 
of its clients, but it is also linked with having a positive impact 
on the territory and respecting the environment. Through ye-
ars of research , we have learned how to operate in our market 
using resources in a way that will allow the next generations 
to have the same resources we had.  For this reason the pre-
mium wood we produce with, comes from areas in which it is 
performed the practice of forestation. Arcè’s wood suppliers 
are certified PEFC, which is the guaranty,  that they support an 
eco-sustainable plantation and a controlled wood manufactu-
ring.





COLOURS

Thermal performance: Uw = 1,51 W/mq.k / Ug = 1,40 W/mq.k
Energy: solar factor g = 61%
Light trasmittance tv = 79%
Acustic performance: Rw = 30db

Inner pane 4 low emission/16/outer pane 4 tempered 

3+3 low emission-14Argon/4/12 Argon/4 tempered

GLAZING UNITS

Thermal performance: Uw = 1,12 W/mq.k / Ug = 0,90 W/mq.k
Energy: solar factor g = 55%
Light trasmittance tv = 71%
Acustic performance : Rw = 36db

The colours and glazing units shown above are just some of those available

white lacquered whiten lacquered green cherry tree amarant

natural oak ash and 
cherry tree

chestnut wengè walnut tobacco

aluminum
white

aluminum 
silver

aluminum 
titan

aluminum
bronze

aluminum
gold

brass 
shiny
gold

brass 
shiny
gold

(Resista)

brass 
satinized
(Resista)



SHUTTERS, SKYLIGHTS AND SECU-
RITY DOORS

In order to create that perfect aesthe-
tic effect on your house, Arcè provides 
all those elements that could match 
with your doors and windows such as 
shutters, skylights and security doors.



Watertightness test
EN 12208 Class from e900 to 9/A

Mechanical duration test
EN 12400 2 ndClass

Resistance to air test
EN 12207  4th Class

Operational test
EN 13115 1st Class

Mechanical resistance test
EN 13115 1st Class

Impact resistance test
EN 130049 3 Class

Resistance to wind test
EN 12210 Class from C4/B4 to C3 B3

Arcè makes its doors and windows proudly knowing that its clients selected  the company to build part of an extremely 
important place, which is their home. This is the reason why we select only premium raw materials and we use the best 
technology available,  to provide total safety and the best performance of our products. Arcè’s doors and windows are 
projected to obtain the top score in the European performance test. The performance test, conducted by IFT Rosehaim, 
in Germany, confirms the quality and the great performance of our doors and windows.    

During the certification process, Arcè in-
tentionally asked to increase the test’s le-
vel of difficulty, in order to be 100% sure 
of the security and robustness of its pro-
ducts. 

As specified in the European Directive 
89/106/CE and following the law UNI  EN 
14351-1 and UNI EN 13659, on every 
product Arcè puts the CE mark, which te-
stifies that the windows and doors comply 
with European Legislation.



Arcè Infissi 
Via Sacco, 6A 

37026 Pescantina
Verona

Italy
T 00 39 045 670 0487      

info@arceinfissi.it   
www.arceinfissi.it   


